
• Audio codecs and quality have a clear influence on 
the results in MIR.
• Audio codecs and quality should be more explicitly 
considered in research setups
• No conclusion on which audio codec is best, more 
data is needed for this.

Conclusions

Background

Research questions
How do different audio codecs and audio quality 
impact genre classification and beats per minute 
(BPM) recognition in Essentia?

• Do machine learning procedures which extract 
audio features actually extract musically mean-
ingful information?

• Audio quality is not oen considered and reported 
in research setups

• Could have an impact on audio feature extraction.
• Essentia is an open-source C++ library for audio 
analysis and audio-based music information re-
trieval.

• Impact on rock genre highest.
• BPM not explicitly researched in earlier work.

• What is the performance of genre classification with FLAC encoding?
• What is the performance of BPM recognition with FLAC encoding?
• How is genre classification influenced by MP3 quality/bitrates?
• How is BPM recognition influenced by MP3 quality/bitrates?
• How is genre classification influenced by WAV quality/bitrates?
• How is BPM recognition influenced by MP3 quality/bitrates?

Selection of rock music:
66 albums, 1003 songs

1003 songs in FLAC 
format, lossless

FLAC
Lossless

MP3 and WAV
Multiple bitrates
Lossy

BPM Recognition
Using Essentia in Python pipeline

Genre Classification
Using Essentia in Python pipeline

Genre probability, per song
e.g.: rock-0.867, pop-0.456, rnb-0.123

BPM estimation, per song
e.g.: 120BPM

To obtain music files in their original format, we collabo-
rated with Muziekweb. They are run by music profession-
als, among which musicologists. All their albums are la-
beled with their genre, this is used to hand-pick 66 
albums as a dataset for this research.

Method
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Mean squared error used as measure, tables visualized in the 
boxplots on the right, using the log (base 10) squared error.
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• FLAC used as the baseline for MSE 
and squared error.

• MSE keeps going up when the 
audio quality further degrades. 
This is the case for rock classifica-
tion as well as BPM estimation.

• Clear variation between codecs for 
rock classification as well as BPM 
estimation.

• The order of codecs is eqactly the 
same for the results of rock classi-
fication and BPM estimation, while 
these are separate algorithms.

• BPM has an “explosive” growth in 
MSE, this is due to BPM difference 
being relatively large compared to 
rock probability difference (e.g.  
0.15 compared to 12).


